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Using a singular perturbation formulation of the linear time-invariant distributed 
parameter system, we develop a method to design finite-dimensional feedback 
compensators of any fixed order which will stabilize the infinite-dimensional 
distributed parameter system. The synthesis conditions are given entirely in terms 
of a finite-dimensional reduced-order model: the stability results depend on an 
infinite-dimensional version of the Klimushchev-Krasovskii lemma presented here. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Many engineering systems exhibit a distributed parameter nature and, in 
order to be accurately modeled, they must be described by partial differential 
equations. Examples of such distributed parameter systems (DPS) include 
heat diffusion and chemical processes, wave propagation, and mechanically 
flexible structures. Various aspects of the control of DPS have been 
considered in, for example, [ 1 I-[5 1: our experience in DPS has been shaped 
by applications in large aerospace structures 161. 
The state spaces for DPS have infinite dimension: so, at best. reduced- 
order models must be used in controller synthesis. However, the closed-loop 
stability of the infinite-dimensional DPS with a finite-dimensional feedback 
controller becomes a fundamental issue. The synthesis of finite-dimensional 
controllers for DPS and the analysis of their closed-loop stability by singular 
and regular perturbation techniques have been our main areas of emphasis 
[7]; this theory has been developed with flexible structures and other highly 
oscillatory DPS applications in mind. 
Even in large-scale, lumped-parameter systems, such as electric power 
distribution networks, it is necessary to perform model reduction and 
reduced-order controller synthesis and to analyze closed-loop stability. The 
use of asymptotic methods, especially singular perturbations, has been very 
successful in this regard (e.g.. [8]). We have extended certain of these 
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singular perturbations methods for DPS to provide estimates of stability in 
an infinite-dimensional setting (9, lo] and applied them to mechanically 
flexible structures [ 111. In this paper we will use these singular perturbation 
results to synthesize general finite-dimensional compensators for linear DPS, 
and we will prove that they stabilize the infinite-dimensional closed-loop 
system. 
A large number of the DPS applications have a singular parameter E 
representing time or frequency scaling or other small effects. Here we will 
deal with linear DPS having a singular perturbations formulation: 
c%(t) 
E(E) at - = Au(t) + Bf(t), r(O) = PO 
(1.1) 
y(t) = CL@) 
where the state u(t) is in an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space H with inner 
product denoted by (e, a) and corresponding norm ]] . I]. The operator A is a 
closed, linear, unbounded differential operator with domain D(A) dense in H, 
and A generates a C,-semigroup of bounded operators U(t) on H. The 
operators B and C have finite ranks M and P, respectively, and f(t), y(t) 
represent the inputs from M actuators and the outputs from P sensors. 
respectively. Thus, 
.\I 
Bf(t) = 1 biA(t) 
i=l 
(1.2) 
and 
y(t) = [4’,(t),...? 41pWl T where yi(t) = (cj, v(t)), 1 < j < P (1.3) 
with bi and cj in H. The linear operator E(E): H+ H is a continuous function 
of the singular parameter E > 0. It has a bounded inverse when E > 0 but 
E(0) is singular; hence, (1.1) is called a singular perturbations formulation, 
as opposed to the usual DPS formulation where E(E) = I (see [7]). 
Feedback control for such a DPS must be accomplished with linite- 
dimensional, discrete-time controllers of the form 
f(k)=L,,.dk)L,,z(k) 
z(k + 1) = L2, y(k) + Lzzz(k) 
(.1.4) 
where z belongs to R”. Such controllers can be implemented with on-line 
digital computers whose memory access time is related to the controller 
dimension a. Controller synthesis is based on reduced-order models of the 
DPS which can be obtained by assuming E = 0. However, the stability of 
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such a feedback controller in closed-loop with the actual DPS. where t: is 
small and positive but not zero. is in question. For convenience. we shall 
obtain our results for the continuous-time version of ( 1.4); see (3.1). This will 
focus attention on the essential problem of stable control of an infinite- 
dimensional system by a finite-dimensional controller; the implementation of 
a continuous-time control law with a digital computer is certainly a 
nontrivial issue but one of less theoretical magnitude. 
Unlike the situation in linte-dimensional system theory, there are many 
types of DPS stability depending on the various types of convergence in 
infinite-dimensional spaces. However. exponential stability is the one of 
primary interest in engineering systems. A DPS of the form 
?Ll 
-=Acl 
?t 
(I.51 
L(O) = L’() 
is exponentially stable if A, generates a C,-semigroup UC(t) with the growth 
property 
(I U,(t)11 < K, emucr. t>o (1.6) 
where K, and uc are constants with K, > 1 and uc > 0. This means that all 
solutions of (1.5) converge exponentially to zero with a rate (5,. 
Model reduction for DPS using the singular perturbations formulation 
(1.1) is the subject of Section 2. In Section 3, the synthesis of finite- 
dimensional controller-compensators is addressed. An infinite-dimensional 
version of the important Klimushchev-Krasovskii lemma is presented in 
Section 4. Our main results on the closed-loop stability are based on this 
lemma; they are given in Section 5 for the special case of reducing subspaces 
first and then extended to the general case of nonreducing subspaces. In 
some applications the operators (A, B, C) in (1.1) may also depend directly 
on E; this produces a mixed singular-regular perturbations formulation for 
DPS which is discussed in Section 6. Our conclusions and recommendations 
appear in Section 7. This paper extends the results of [lo] to a larger class of 
DPS and a substantially greater variety of controller-compensators. Also. an 
error in the proof of Lemm 1 in [lo] is corrected here in Section 4. 
2. REDUCED-ORDER MODELLING OF DPS: 
A SINGULAR PERTURBATIONS FORMULATION 
Since the state space H of the DPS in (1.1) is infinite dimensional, we 
must obtain a reduced-order model (ROM) upon which to base the finite- 
dimensional controller design. In general, this is done by selecting a finite- 
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dimensional subspace Z-IX (with dim HN = N < co) contained in D(A). This 
subspace H,V is the ROM subspace; its complement H, is the Residual 
subspace, and together they decompose the state space: 
H=H,V @ H,. (2.1) 
We define the (not necessarily orthogonal) projection operators P.,. and P, 
and let tj,v = P,Vc and uR = P, ~3. These decompose the state o = t’,v + clR and 
the DPS (1.1). 
We define a DPS singular perturbations model reduction as a pair 
(H,, HR) of subspaces of H for which the following are satisfied: 
(a) H,.G D(A) and dim H,V=N< 00; 
(b) H,V and H, decompose the state space (i.e., (2.1) is satisfied); 
(c) the projections (P,y, PR) intertwine with E(E) in the following way: 
P,.E(&) = P,, 
P,E(E)=EP~. 
(2.2) 
These assumptions yield the decomposed DPS (1.1) in the following form: 
(2.3a) 
(2.3b) 
1’ = C,\.L’,, + c, L’R (2.3~) 
where A,V = P,,AP,, A,., = P,VAP,, B,V = P,.B, A,,V = P,AP,, A, = P,AP,, 
B, = P, B, C,. = CP.,, and C, = CP,. All operators except A, are bounded 
(in fact, they have finite rank and, hence, are compact), The terms A,V, vR 
and AR,,,vM are called modeling error, and the terms B, f and C, ~7~ are called 
control and observation spillover, respectively: these terms represent the 
interconnections through which the feedback controller can effect the 
residual subsystem. 
In the special case where (H,., HR) are reducing (or modal) subspaces, we 
have [7] 
A,, = 0 and A,,V = 0. (2.4) 
Such reducing subspaces exist when a finite number of eigenvalues of A can 
be separated by a closed curve from the rest of the spectrum of A; see [ 12, 
Theorem 6.17, p. 1781. Of course, H, is the corresponding eigensubspace for 
this group of eigenvalues; however, in order to calculate the parameters of 
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the decomposition (2.3), the exact eigenfunctions (modes) must be known. In 
practice. this is not always possible: consequently. approximate modes are 
used and this leads to the nonzero modeling error terms. Two other special 
cases are (I) no control spillover when all bi belong to H, and (2) no obser 
vation spillover when all c,~ belong to H$: these situations would be very 
difftcult to achieve with practical actuators and sensors. 
The reduced-order model (ROM) of the DPS in this formulation is 
obtained by setting e = 0 in (2.3): 
where ~,,,-A,~-A,~,,A,‘A,,, E,V~~,V-A,VRA~‘BRr ~,V-C,.-C,A;‘A,, 
and d,V = -C, A;‘B,. In general, this singular perturbations ROM is 
different from the usual ROM (A,2.r B,., C,v) obtained by ignoring the residual 
subsystem [7] because of thestatic correction terms. Even when reducing 
subspaces are used and A,v = A,., 2.v = B,.. c,v = C,., the feedthrough term 
d,V is present in (2.5). All operators in the ROM (2.5) have finite rank and 
can be identified with their matrices in a basis of the subspace H, ; these 
matrices are useful for the specific controller synthesis but are not important 
for our purposes here. The ROM is completely determined by the choice of 
subspaces H,%, and HR in the singular perturbations model reduction process. 
Since there may be more than one singular perturbations formulation ( 1.1). 
there may be several ROM’s; this can be used to the control designer’s 
advantage. 
Henceforth we will make fwo basic assumptions about the model reduction 
process: 
(a) the ROM (i,V, B,, . c’,.. d,V) is controllable and observable: 
(b) the residual subsystem is exponentially stable. i.e., A, = P,AP, 
generates a C,-semigroup UR(f) with the growth property 
where K, > 1 and uR > 0. In some applications, uR may be quite small. as it 
is in the case of large-space structures [6]. The first assumption is easily 
verified by the usual finite-dimensional system tests (e.g.. see [ 13 1). The 
second assumption is much more ciritical since it deals with the infinite- 
dimensional residual subsystem. In practical terms, it says that ice neller 
want to disregard unstable parts of the system during model reduction; in 
theoretical terms, it is sometimes difftcult to verify and we present two basic 
tests: Hille-Yosida and dissipativity. From the well-known Hille-Yosida 
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Theorem (e.g., see [ 141). A, generates the C,-semigroup uR(r) satisfying 
(2.6) if and only if 
KR 
IIR@,AR)“II < (1 + uR)n 9 n = 1. 2.... (2.7) 
for all real A > -crR in the resolvent set p(A,) of A,. The operator R(I, AR) = 
(AZ -AR)-’ is the resolLj!ent operator for A, and by definition it is a bounded 
linear operator on H for each 1 in p(A,): the spectrum of A, is defined to be 
the complement of p(A,) in the complex plane. In the special situation where 
A, is dissipatitle, i.e., 
(AR L’, c) + u,(z), t?) < 0 
(A;P. c) + a,(~. c) < 0 
(2.8) 
for all ~1 in D(A,) or D(A$), where AZ is the adjoint operator for A,, the 
constant K, = 1 in (2.6); this is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.2 in [ 15 1. 
When it holds, the dissipativity condition (2.8) is often easier to verify than 
(2.7) especially when A, is self-adjoint (i.e.. AZ = AR); however, it may 
happen that A, is not dissipative and yet (2.6). or equivalently (2.7), holds. 
3. FINITE-DIMENSIONAL CONTROLLER-COMPENSATORS FOR DPS 
The form of the finite-dimensional feedback controller-compensators used 
here will be the following: 
f=L,,y+L,*z 
i=L,, ?’ + Lzzz 
(3.1) 
where the compensatofstate z has dimz=a<N< co and L,,, L,*, Lz,, 
L,, are matrices of appropriate sizes. We say the compensator is oufput 
feedback when a = 0. The order a of the compensator is assumed to be fixed 
at some acceptable value which reflects the available capacity of the on-line 
computer being used to implement (3.1). In [lo], the compensator order was 
a = N. 
The compensator design is synthesized as though the ROM (2.5) were the 
full DPS (1. l), i.e., as though E = 0. Let 
- -- 
F,v = & + B,v L C, 
where 
(3.2) 
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with 
L,,=(I,,-L,,Q’L,, 
L, 2 = (I.,, - L , I m - ‘L I? 
L,, = Lz*(l, + &L,,) 
E],z = Lll + LJ&&. 
(3.3) 
Let the composite state q.v = [ ‘_:’ ] in H,. x R”; from (2.5) and (3.1). this 
satisfies (for E = 0) 
@, 2 = F,,q,\ . 
at (3.4) 
The following theorem gives the conditions under which a stable design can 
be synthesized: 
THEOREM 1. If 
M+P+a>N+ 1 (3.5) 
then L may be chosen so that F,,- gitlen by (3.2) has almost any desired pole 
locations in the complex plane, i.e., the poles of F.v are arbitrarily close to the 
desired ones. 
Since (x,V, B,, c,V, d,) is assumed controllable and observable, it is 
straightforward to see that the same is true of (A,, B,., “v, D,V). Now the 
proof follows easily from the finite-dimensional results of [ 161 or [ 17 ] 
because. when E = 0, the system is finite dimensional. The operator F.,, may 
be identified with its matrix in some basis for H,v x R” and the gains E 
chosen so that the eigenvalues of F,v are located arbitrarily close to any 
desired values in the complex plane. Then the actual compensator gains Lij 
can be obtained from 
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These expressions require that 1, + d,,,,L, , be nonsingular; correspondingly, 
(3.3) requires that I,%, - L,, d, be nonsingular. Since d,V = -C, A; ‘II,, both 
will be nonsingular when the spillover terms are sufficiently small. 
Consequently, the synthesis of the controller-compensator (3.1) is a tinite- 
dimensional design based on “extended” output feedback stabilization of the 
ROM (2.5). The inequality (3.5) indicates the basic trade-offin this design: 
total number of control devices (M + P) vs on-line computer capacity (a). 
The total of these must exceed the ROM dimension (N) in order for the 
compensator (3.1) to achieve any desired level of stability. Of course, the 
compensator and the ROM (E = 0) produce a stable (finite-dimensional) 
closed-loop system; however, the stability of this same compensator in 
closed-loop with the actual DPS (E > 0) remains in question. This is the 
subject of the next two sections. 
4. AN INFINITE-DIMENSIONAL VERSION 
OF THE KLIMLJSHCHEV-KRASOVASKII LEMMA 
In finite-dimensional spaces, the stability of closed-loop singularly 
perturbed systems is usually analyzed with the aid of the Klimushchev- 
Krasovskii (K-K) Lemma; see [8] and [ 19, 201. This lemma gives 
conditions under which linear singularly perturbed systems are uniformly 
asymptotically stable for small enough E. More recently upper bounds have 
been calculated for the acceptable size of s: see [ 2 1. 22). Unfortunately, none 
of the proofs of these results can be easily extended to infinite-dimensional 
spaces. Consequently, in this section we will state and prove an infinite- 
dimensional version of the K-K Lemma; our result will include an upper 
bound on the acceptable size of E. 
Let H, and Hz be (possibly infinite-dimensional) Hilbert spaces. Consider 
the following singularly perturbed closed-loop system: 
am, -=A,,w, +A,,q 
%t 
auJ, 
E-=A~,w, +Azzwz 
iit 
(4.1 
where wi is in Hi. We will assume the linear operators A,, : H, + H, 
A ,2: H,p H,, and A?, : H, H, are all bounded in the following way: 
llA,,ll GM, < ~0 
1 
llA,zll <MI < 03 (4.2) 
lIA,,II GM, < 00. 
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Furthermore. assume the (possibly unbounded) linear operator 
A ??: D(A,,) Cr H, + Hz generates a C,-semigroup c’:(f) on Hz with the 
growth property - 
I( Uz(t)ll < Kz e muJr, t>O (4.3) 
where Kz > 1 and uZ > 0, i.e.. Azz is exponentially stable. Consequently. 
although A,? may be unbounded, A 22’ and A ,‘A?, are bounded and we 
define these bounds: 
~IA,‘IlGM,=KJa, < co 
IIA;~‘Az,I/ GM, <KM, < ~0. 
(4.4) 
Note that the first of these two bounds follows from the Hille-Yosida 
Theorem (see Section 2) since zero is in the resolvent set of A,?. 
The reduced-system for (4.1) is obtained when E = 0: 
where A, : H, + H, is the bounded linear operator defined by 
A, =A,, -A,?A,‘A,, 
with upper bound given by 
IIA,II<~Ms=M, +MzM,. 
(4.6 
(4.7) 
Since A, is bounded, it generates a C,-semigroup U,(r) on H,. If A, is 
exponentially stable (i.e., the spectrum of A, is contained in the open left half 
of the complex plane), then 
II u,(f)11 < K, em”“. t>o (4.8) 
where K, >, 1 and 0, > 0 (with (T, determined by the real part of the left-most 
point in the spectrum of A ,). 
Now we can state a version of the K-K Lemma For Infinite-Dimensional 
Spaces: 
THEOREM 2. Let H, = H, x H, be the Hilbert space with norm 
llwll = (Ilw,l12 + I14z)‘~2. 
If the following conditions hold: 
(a) A , , , A ,z, AI, are bounded linear operators, 
(4.9) 
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(b) A,, is exponentially stable, i.e., (4.3) holds, 
(~1 A, =A,, -A,&% is exponentially stable, i.e.. (4.8) holds. 
then there exists c0 > 0 such that, for each fixed 0 < E < Ed, the linear 
operator 
(4.10) 
generates a C,-semigroup V,(t. E) which is exponentialljv stable, i.e.. 
11 V,(t. c)lI < K,. e-O<,‘, t>o (4.11) 
where K, > 1, oc > 0, and these constants are independent of E. Furthermore, 
an upper bound for e0 is giuen bJ 
” < (r + M,) K,zI(rM, + M6) 
. min i$. rM2) (4.12a) 
or equicalently, with 0 < 6 < 1, 
Co< (1 +6)M,M,&M,MI+M,) .min ( 
‘+, 6MIM2j (4.12b) 
, 
where M, through M, are gieen in (4.2) and (4.4). K, and CT, in (4.8) and K, 
and o, in (4.3), the constant 0 < r < M, is dejked later in Lemma 1, and the 
constant K, and oc are given 6) 
0, = min(d,. c?~/E~) (4.13) 
K,=K,Kz(l +~+a*)‘~*(1 +,u+P’) (4.14) 
where 
8, = u, - soK,MzM,(r + M,)(M, + M,) > 0 (4.15) 
6* = u2 - coKzM2(r + M,) > 0 (4.16) 
a =M2Eo/lEo6, -S,(. (4.17) 
This theorem says that, if the reduced system (E = 0) given by (4.5) is 
exponentially stable (and if the subsystem A IZ is exponentially stable also). 
then the full system (4.1) is exponentially stable for small E. In fact, an upper 
bound for the size of E is given in (4.12). Although Theorem 2 is valid in 
finite- or infinite-dimensional spaces, the upper bound in (4.12) is different 
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from those given in ) 21, 22 ] for finite-dimensional spaces. The proof of 
Theorem 2 requires the following lemma: 
LEMMA 1. There exists E, > 0 such that. for au!’ jked 0 c I: $ E, . the 
nonlinear mapping h: R, + I defined bjl 
h(L) = H;,‘H,, + H,‘L(H,, - H,,L) (4.18) 
where P is the Banach space of bounded linear operators L: H, 4 Hz and 
R,. = (L E 2’ 1 lIL - H;z’H,, (1 < r} 
for an!’ constant r satisjj’ing 0 < r < M, (4.19) 
has a unique fixed poinr L* = L*(E, r) in ~2,. Furthermore. 
Y 
‘I = 2M,(rMZ + M6) 
]‘=2r< 1 
r + M, 
and the algorithm 
L k+l =h(Lk). k = 0, 1. 2... 
converges to L” from any L, in I?, (in particular. L, 
convergence rate gicen bJ 
(4.20) 
(4.2 I ) 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
H;:‘H:, 1 with a 
(4.24) 
where y is given in (4.22). 
The proof of Lemma 1 uses a local contraction mapping argument (see 
[14, p. 221 or [ 18, p. 781) and is given in Appendix I. This proof also 
corrects an error in the proof of a similar lemma in [ 101 where r = 1. The 
proof of Theorem 2 appears in Appendix II. 
Note that y in (4.22) depends on r, which is bounded above by M,. and 
the upper bound on E, in (4.12) depends on r also. If we take a value of r 
which is close to M,, then we are making the upper bound on E, larger 
(because the denominator of (4.12) increases as r2 but the numerator 
increases at most as r); however, y will be close to one. This will cause the 
algorithm (4.23), which finds L *, to converge more slowly, as (4.24) reveals. 
Hence, the actual calculation of L* would be difficult; however, we only 
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need to know L * exists (which is guaranteed by Lemma 1) in order to assess 
the stability of (4.1). Consequently, we should choose the value of 6 close to 
one in order to yield the largest upper bound (4.12) on E,. 
In some applications, we shall need the following extension of Theorem 2: 
THEOREM 3. In (4. l), let Aii be functions of E in the following way 
A,,(&)=A,, + E&,(E) (4.25a) 
A,&)=A,, -t&z(~) (4.25b) 
A,,(E) =A*, + E*~~,(E) (4.25~) 
A**(E) = A22 + E*A’~~(E) (4.25d) 
where A, are independent of E and satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2 and 
Jij(e): Hi--+ Hi are bounded operators which are continuous in the real 
parameter E. Then there exists E;, > 0 such that, for any fixed 0 < E < t,,, the 
linear operator A,,(E) A,,(&) 
Ac(E) = A,,(E) AZZ(~) -I I (4.26) & & 
generates an exponentially stable C,-semigroup oc(t, E) with 
11 Oc(t. &)[I < Z?, e-Gc’, t>O (4.27) 
where i?, > 1, I?~ > 0, and these constants are independent of E. 
The proof of Theorem 3 follows from the fact that (using (4.25) in (4.26)) 
A=(E) = A,(E) + AA,(E) (4.28) 
where A,(E) is gioen in (4.10) and 
(4.29) 
is a bounded operator on H, which is continuous in E since J,(E) hace these 
properties by h-vpothesis. Since A, satisjj the hq’potheses of Theorem 2, A,(E) 
generates LJJt, E) which is an exponentially stable C,-semigroup that satisfies 
(4.11) for each fixed 0 < E < E,. Furthermore, AA,(e) is bounded in the 
interval [0, E,,] because of continuity; therefore, let 
sup llAA,(e)ll = I-, < co 
OS&S&, 
(4.30) 
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where r, is independent of E. From 114. Theorem 10.9. p. 2101. .qC.(r:) 
generates the C,-semigroup DJt. E) which satisfies (4.27) with 
for any 0 < E < &, tchere & is chosen such that 
(4.3 I ) 
E, < min(e,. a,/r,K,). (4.32) 
Thus, the desired result of Theorem 3 is proved. 
5. CLOSED-LOOP STABILITY OF THE DPS WITH A 
FINITE-DIMENSIONAL CONTROLLER-COMPENSATOR 
In Section 3, a general method for synthesizing finite-dimensional 
controller-compensators was developed; this synthesis is based on stabilizing 
the reduced-system (2.5) which occurs when E = 0. The most crucial 
question is whether such a finite-dimensional controller (3.1) can stabilize 
the infinite-dimensional DPS (1. l), or equivalently (2.3). when E > 0. The 
answer, which we will establish in this section, is that it will do so when E is 
suflciently small; a bound on the acceptable size of E will be obtained from 
Theorem 2. To simplify this analysis, the results will be presented first for 
the special case of reducing subspaces (2.4), i.e., (2.3) will have the special 
form 
(5.la) 
(Lib) 
Unfortunately, this special case, although theoretically interesting, has less 
practical interest; therefore, we will follow it with stability results for the 
general, or nonreducing subspace. case. 
We will need the following lemma on linar operators: 
LEMMA 2. Let H, and H, be normed linear spaces, and let W: H, + Hz. 
Q: H, + H, be bounded linear operators. If the inverses (I, + Q W) ’ and 
(I, + WQ)-’ both exist, where Ii is the identity* operator on Hi, then the 
following operator identity holds: 
(Z,+QW)-‘=I,-Q(WQ+Z,)-‘W. (5.2) 
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The proof of this is an immediate consequence of the following: 
(1, + Qw>V, - Q(wQ +W'@') 
=I,+Qw-Q(wQ+Iz)-‘W-QQ(WQ(WQ+Zz)~’lW 
=I,+Qw-Q(wQ+~,)~‘W-Q[l,-(wQ+Iz)~’]W 
=f,+Qw-Q(wQ+Iz)~‘W-Qew+Q(wQ+fz)~’W=I,. 
5.1. Closed-Loop Stability: Reducing Subspaces 
Let E > 0 and consider the a-dimensional compnesator (3.1) in closed-loop 
with the infinite-dimensional DPS (5.1) where H,,, and H, are reducing 
subspace. Let the closed-loop state w in H, = H, x H, be given by 
where w, E [ ‘>I in H, = H.,, x R” and co? = L’~ in Hz = H,. The norm on 
H, is defined by 
lIQ4 = W/I~ + lIw2llT’~ (5.3) 
where 
IIWLII = (Il~hll’ + ll4Y. (5.4) 
From (3.1) and (5.1). the closed-loop state satisfies (4.1) with 
BYL,? 
L I 
(5.5a) 
?? 
A:, = lB,L,,C.v B,L,zl 
A12=A, +BHL,,CR. 
(5.5b) 
(5.5c) 
(5.5d) 
We want to apply Theorem 2 to (4.1) and (5.5). Clearly. A,, , A, :, and 
A?, are bounded linear operators. Since A, generates an exponentially stable 
C,-semigroup and B, L,, C, is a bounded operator, A,? also generates an 
exponentially stable C,-semigroup U:(t) satisfying (4.3) with 
Kz=K, 
(~2 =oR -K, llB,L,,C,II 
(5.6) 
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when l/L. , , /I is s~ufjcientl~~ small. i.e., 
(5.7) 
This can be satisfied when the spillover terms B, and C, are not too large. 
Finally. we must show that the bounded operator 
A, =A,, -A,2A,‘Az, 
generates an exponentially stable C,-semigroup, i.e., has all of its spectrum in 
the open left-half of the complex plane. However, it turns out that A, is 
completely determined by the synthesis of Section 3; this is shown in the next 
lemma: 
LEMMA 3. 
- -- 
A,=F,,=&+B,,LC,, (5.8) 
when reducing subspaces are used in Section 3 and (5.7) is satisfied. 
The proof of this lemma uses Lemma 2, and it is given in Appendix III. 
Since A, = F,V and this is designed in Section 3 with any desired stability 
(i.e., eigenvalues of F,V are arbitrarily close to any desired locations in the 
complex plane), we have U,(t) = eFzf and 
11 eFvt 11 < K,ye-U\f. t>O (5.9) 
where K,V > 1 and o, > 0. 
Now Theorem 2 can be applied and we summarize the above discussion 
as: 
THEOREM 4. Assume 
(a) a singular perturbations model reduction (Section 2) of the DPS 
(1.1) exists with reducing subspaces (2.4); 
(b) the stable controller-compensator synthesis condition (3.5) of 
Theorem 1 is satisfied for the reduced system (A.., B,V. C,,., d,,,) when E = 0; 
(c) the control and observation spillover are suflciently small that 
(5.7) holds. 
Then there exists an E,,, bounded above by (4.12) with (u,, K,) given by, 
(u,~, K,,.) in (5.9) and (a,, Kz) given in (5.6), such that any a-dimensional 
controller-compensator (3.1) synthesized for stable control when E = 0 frill 
stabilize the DPS (l.l), i.e., the closed-loop system will be exponential!], 
stable for any 0 < E < Ed. 
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5.2. Closed-Loop Stability: Nom-educing Subspaces 
Now the general case of closed-loop stability where H,, and H, are 
nonreducing subspaces can be considered. Let w be the closed-loop state of 
the controller-compensator (3.1) with the general DPS (2.3) and keep the 
same definitions of CU,, w2, H,, H,, and the norms (5.3~(5.4). In this case, 
for E > 0, the closed-loop system satisfies 
%w, 
-=X 
%t II I f&2 2 
(5.10) 
202 
E-=‘&,u, +K,2w2 
at 
where, by using (5.5), we have 
&, =A,,,Jz2 =Azz. &z=A,2+dA,z, 62, = A?, + AA,? 
with 
(5.11) 
AA,, = [A,,, 01. 
Again, we want to apply Theorem 2. Since K,, = A,, and XII = AZ2 and 
x,, ,x,z. Jz, are bounded operators (because A,,. and A,., are finite-rank 
operators), we need only check the stability of 
K, =K,, -K,,K,‘W,, 
= A,, - (A,2 + AA,JA,‘(& + AA,,) 
=A, - (&A,’ AA,, + AA,zA;&4z, + AA,zA;l’ AA?,) 
=A, -AA, (5.12) 
with 
Q,, = QA + Q, + Q, 
Q,2=A.v,Azz’W-12 
Q2, =Lz,CJ,‘A,.\ 
QA = B.&I, Cd zz’4, 
QB = A,, A zz’B, L , , C,v 
Q, = A,,A,'A,w. 
The following lemma completes the analysis of the general case: 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
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LEMMA 4. If (5.1) is sari$ed, then 
can be written 
F,, = F,, - A F,, 
where F,V is the same as in Lemma 3 and 
AF,.= [;:: Hd,] 
with 
H,,=H,+H,+H, 
H,, = A,\f,A,‘B& 
H~,=L,,c,A;'A,,, 
H.4 = B.WL, I ‘R Ai IA,.\ 
H, = A,., Ai ‘B, L,, C,, 
H,=A,VR(A,‘-A~‘BR~,,CRA~‘)AR:V. 
Furthermore 
(5.15) 
(5.16) 
(5.17) 
AF,= AA, or equivalently, F,,=K,. (5.18) 
The proof of this lemma is given in Appendix IV. Consequently, F,. = i, 
can be synthesized as in Section 3 so that it generates the exponentially 
stable C,-semigroup O,(t) = epv’ satisfying 
)I e’~‘I( < K,. e m0\‘. t>O (5.19) 
where K,. > 1 and u,, > 0. Note these numbers may be different from the 
ones in (5.9); in particular, K,. may differ even though u,, is kept the same. 
Now Theorem 2 may be applied and our general closed-loop stabilitjl 
result summarized as 
THEOREM 5. Assume 
(a) a singular perturbations model reduction (Section 2) of the DPS 
( 1.1) exists for some pair of subspaces HzV and H, ; 
(b) the stable controller-compensator condition (3.5) of Theorem 1 is 
satisfied for the reduced system (A:, EN, c,%,, DJy) in (2.5) when E = 0; 
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(c) the control and observation spillover are suflciently small that 
(5.7) holds. 
Then there exists an E,,, bounded above by (4.12) with (a,, K,) given bJ 
(u,~, KN) in (5.19) and (a,, K,) given in (5.6), such that any a-dimensional 
controller-compensator (3.1) synthesized for stable control when E = 0 will 
stabilize the DPS (1.1). i.e., the closed-loop system will be exponentialll’ 
stable, for any 0 < E < E,. 
The size of E, is directly related to the bounds M, through M,. These 
bounds are functions of the modeling error, the control or observation 
spillover and the residual subsystem stability of a particular model reduction 
for (1.1). 
6. MIXED SINGULAR-REGULAR PERTURBATIONS FOR DPS 
In ( 1. l), the operators A, B, and C are independent of the small parameter 
E; however, in some applications, these operators depend in the following 
way : 
A(&)=A +&AA(&) (6.la) 
B(E) = B + E ~B(E) (6.lb) 
C(E) = c + & AC(e) (6. lc) 
where A, B. and C, are the same as in (l.l), and the regular perturbation 
terms AA(c), LIB(E), AC(E) are bounded, linear operators which are 
continuous functions of E. In this section, we will develop a closed-loop 
stability results of the type presented in Section 5 for the mixed singular- 
regular perturbations formulation given by (6.1) and 
2y(t) 
E(E) 2r - = A (F) v(t) + B(E) f(t). c(0) = L’” 
(6.2) 
4’(t) = C(E) r(t) 
with E(E) the same as in (1.1). 
When a singular perturbations model reduction, as described in Section 2. 
is performed on (6.1t(6.2), we obtain 
$$ = (A,v + E&(E))v,~ + (A,-, + E&~(E))v~ + (Bh. + &J&))f (6.3a) 
E $$ = (AR,,, + dR,&))vv + (A, + E&(E))v~ + (B, + d&))f (6.3b) 
4’ = (C,. + E~,v(E))t’,,~ + (C, + &CR(&))V, (6.3~) 
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where &(E) = P.,. AA(c)P,, , &(F) = P, A&E). K,&) = P, 3.4 (6 p,. 
c,Js) = AC(c)P,.. etc., which are all continuous in E. Therefore. the reduced 
sJ,stem (E = 0) is the same as (2.5). Any finite-dimensional controller- 
compensator (3.1) based on the reduced system (2.5) in closed-loop with 
(6.1)-(6.2) or equivalently (6.3) will yield a closed-foop sysrern of the form 
Eo, 
-= A,,(F) w, + A,:(E)w: 
Ft 
(6.4a) 
%wz 
E-=A?,(E)w, +AZ2(~)co2 
at 
where oi are defined the same as in Section 5 and 
Aij(c) = 2, + ~‘&~(e) 
(6.4b 
(6.5 
with d, independent of E and given by (5.11). The terms iii(s) are found to 
be 
(6.6a) 
+bA,C;&) +A&) %&LI (6.6c) 
~~~(E)=~(~~(E)+~~(E)L,,C~+E~~(E)L,,~~(C)+B~L,,P~(E)). (6.6d) 
Consequently, we have the following: 
THEOREM 6. If the hypotheses of Theorem 5 are satisfied. then there 
exists an &, bounded above by (4.32), such that, for any 0 < E < t,,. any u- 
dimensional controller-compensator (3.1) designed for stable control when 
E = 0 will stabilize the DPS (6.1~(6.2). as long as JR(c)/&, B:,(E)/&, CR(&)/&, 
c,V(~)/~, and AWRN(&)/e are continuous in the real parameter E. 
The proof of this follows directly from Theorem 3, since J,,(E) and J,:(E) 
are clearly continuous in E. In particular, the special case where L,, = 0 in 
(3.1) requires only that zR(s)/), 2,&&)/s. B,(E)/& be continuous in E for 
Theorem 6 to hold; this case occurs in all the examples for modal control of 
flexible structures in [ 1 l] and JR(s) = 0, J&E) = 0, and BR(c) = 0 there. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Our main results (Theorems 5 and 6) give conditions under which a 
generalfinite-dimensional controller-compensator, based on a singular pertur- 
bation reduced-order model, will stabilize an inifinite-dimensional (linear) 
distributed parameter system. This is extremely useful since all practical 
feedback compensators must be finite dimensional in order to be implemen- 
table with on-line digital computers. The results are valid for large-scale 
lumped-parameter systems as well. They depend on an infinite-dimensional 
version of the Klimushchev-Krasovskii lemma which we have proved here 
as Theorem 2 (and its extension, Theorem 3, for mixed singular-regular 
perturbation problems). This extends the results of [lo]. 
The most difficult assumption to satisfy is the choice of reduced-order 
subspace H, to achieve a singularly perturbed model reduction (3.lt(3.2) of 
the distributed parameter system (1.1); the other assumptions are reasonably 
natural or easy to satisfy. Modal methods have worked for mechanically 
flexible structures, e.g., [ 111. A general discussion of this modeling difficulty 
is given in [23]; it is a fundamental problem in all large-scale or distributed 
parameter systems control problems and should not be overlooked. In fact, 
there may be more than one acceptable choice of H,,. 
Most singular perturbation methods yield results for “small enough E > 0” 
based on system behavior when E = 0. Ours are no exception; however, in 
the style of [21,22] for finite dimensions, we have established an upper 
bound E, on the size of E for infinite-dimensional systems. This bound gives 
some idea of how small is “small enough” for the stability results to hold. 
Since there may be several ways to achieve the singularly perturbed model 
reduction, e.g., time, frequency, or mass scaling for flexible structures [ 111, 
each one should be assessed to see how large the upper bound c0 can be. The 
size of E, is related to the amount of modeling error and/or control and 
observation spillover present in the model reduction. 
Furthermore, it is extremely important to be able to relate the small 
parameter F to physical quantities in the system, in order to be able to make 
use of the stability results. For example, E can be related to the spectral 
separation of high and low frequencies in some flexible structures [ 111; when 
the separation is adequate to guarantee that 0 < E < e,, there is reasonable 
theoretical assurance of stability for infinite-dimensional parameter systems. 
Singular perturbations approaches yield different stability bounds for 
distributed parameter systems than those obtained through regular pertur- 
bations (e.g., [7]). H owever, a better knowledge of the residual subsystem 
parameters is generally required for the calculation of the reduced system 
parameters (2.5) when singular perturbation methods are to be used 
successfully. A comparison of stability bounds obtained via singular and 
regular perturbations is warranted for the variety of interesting distributed- 
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parameter problems under consideration in the literature. Another possibly 
rewarding venture would be the use of these infinite-dimensional results on 
some large-scale but infinite-dimensional systems to compare the size of I:,, 
with the bounds obtained in [ 2 1. 22 ]. 
APPENDIX I: PROOF OF LEMMA 1 
We want to apply the local contraction mapping theorem to h to obtain 
L*. Consider any L in J2, and note that 
IlLI < IIL -fG’H,,II + lI~22’~2IlI G r+M,. (I.11 
Also, 
IIW) - ffzz’ffz,I/ = E IIKmfL - H,2L)Il 
GEM4llLIl w, +MzIILII) 
< EM&- + M,)wf, + M6) (1.2) 
because M, = M, + M,M, in (4.7). Therefore h(L) is in R, when 0 < E < E, 
where 
E, = r[M,(r + M,)(rM? + M,)] -’ (I.3 1 
because ]] h(L) - f&‘H,, 11 < r. 
Consider L and L’ in R, and, from (1.1) 
Ilh(~)-~~~‘)Il=~ll~,‘[~~~,,--HI?~~-~’~~,,-~,*~’~JI/ 
< &M,(IlLW,, - H,,L) - LW,, - ffuL’)lI 
+ IILW,, -Jf,2L’)-L’W,, -H,2L’)II) 
~~~,~II~~,~II+II~,,-~,~~‘l/~II~-~’ll 
~&M,(2(r+M,)M,+M,)IIL-L’lI 
~2&M,(rMz+M,)IIL-L’1(~~I(L-L’lI (1.4) 
whenO<e<a, where 
y=2r[r+M,]-’ < 1 (1.5) 
since 0 < r < M, by hypothesis. By the local contraction mapping theorem 
([14, Theorem 1.2, p. 221 or [ 18, Theorem 25. p. 781). h(a) has a unique 
fixed point L * in R, for an 0 < E < E, , i.e., 
L* = h(L*) = H,‘H2, + EH;~‘L*(H,, - H,:L*) (1.6) 
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and furthermore, from (Ll), 
IIL*lI<r+M,. (1.7) 
The algorithm (4.23) is successive approximations and the fact that it 
converges to L* with the rate in (4.24) also follows from the local 
contraction mapping theorem. Thus, we have the desired result. 1 
APPENDIX II: PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Assume O(E<E,,<E,. Let zz=wz+L*w,, where L” is given by 
Lemma 1. This transforms (4.1) into 
aw, 
-= (H, --EW,)W, +H,,zz 
at 
(II. 1) 
r 
~$=(H~,+aL*ff,h (11.2) 
where W, s H,?HF~‘L*(H,, - H,,L*). This is true because 
H,,-H,,L*=H,-EW, 
and 
aQ4 -=H,,co,+H,~(z~-L*~,)=(H,--W,)W~+H,~Z~ 
at 
and 
az2 
( 
aw, am, 
Eilt=E 7+L*- at 1 
= H,,o, + H,,q + cL*[(H, - W,) ~1 + H,,zAi 
=H,,[h(L*)-L*] w, + (Hz2 + EL *H,z) z2 
= (H,, + cL*H,,) ~2. 
Choose r = t/E and iz(r) = z2(t). Therefore, from (11.2), 
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Hence, from (4.3) and [ 14. p. 215 I. 
ll2,(r)ll < K, em”?’ IIf2(0)ll (11.3) 
where a^2 = (T? - a,,(~ + M,) Mz Kz because F jl L *H, 1 I/ < co(r + M, )M, . 
Choose 
E, <uz[(r+M,)M~K2]-' 
so that a^, > 0. From (11.3) and Ijzz(r)ll = Il?z(r)jl, obtain 
Ilz,(f)ll < K2 em”?“” Ilz2(0)ll 
< K em”?, ‘dt Ilz2(0)li -. 2 
because E < .sO. 
Choose 
(11.4) 
(II.5 j 
co < uI [(r + M,) M2M,Wf2 + M6j K, 1-I (11.6) 
where a^, and K, are given in (4.8); assume co satisfies (11.4) as well. Let 
8, = u, - c,K,M?M,(r + M,)(rM, + Me), which is positive by (11.6). Since 
1) IV, II < M,M,(r + M,)(rM2 + M,), we have, from (4.8), (II. l), (11.5). and 
[ 14, P. 2151, 
11 w,(t)ll < K, e-&l’ 11 w,(O))1 + M2 1’ eels 
.O IIzz(~)ll ds] 
I(w,(O)l( + M,K,~‘ie-‘s 
0 
ds llzzK’)ll] 
< K, e-“I’ I( rv,(O)ll + M2K, y/ (11.7) 
where A E 8, -8,/c,. Furthermore, it can be shown (see [ 10, Appendix II I) 
that 
llo,(t)ll < K, cucr ( Il~,P)ll + 5 llz2(Wl) (11.8) 
where (J, is given in (4.13). From (IIS), (11.8), and both K, and Kz > I, we 
have 
GK,K2 e~“cr[ll~zFWZ + (Il~,Wll + a Ilz2(0)ll)‘l’~’ 
< K,K,(l + a + a2)“*[llw,(0)l12 + il~~(O)~l’]‘~~ (11.9) 
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where a is given by (4.17) and the easily verified inequality 
b’ + (a f ab)’ < (I + a + a’)@’ + b’) 
is used with a = ]]o,(O)]] and b = ]]zz(0)]]. Consider 
(II. 10) 
I141Z + llz2112 < 11~1112 + (llw*ll + IIL”II IlM2 
< (1 + IIL*Il + II~“II2m%lI2 + Ilo2ll2) (11.11) 
which is obtained using (11.20) with a = ]I We]], b = ]]w, I(, and a = II L * 11. 
Similarly, 
II~LI12 + l142 G (1 + IIL”II + II~*I12)(II~,lIz + llz2112). (II. 12) 
Take p = r + M, and note that ]]L* /] <,u from (4.20). From this and 
(II. 1 lt(II. 12) in (11.9), the desired (4.11) follows with K, and cc given by 
(4.13)-(4.17). 
We must choose E,, to satisfy (11.4), (11.6) and E, < E, = r [M,(r + M,) 
(r-M, + M,)] -I, from (4.20)-(4.2 1). Note that, from (4.4). M, = K,/a?. 
Therefore choose E, to satisfy 
1 
Co < (r + M,) M*M, . min ly 
01 r-M2 
K,(rM2 + M6)’ rMz + M, 
(11.13) 
and this will meet all the requirements. However, we can refine (11.13) 
further because r-M, [rM2 + M6] ’ < 1; consequently, (II. 13) becomes 
1 . ‘01 
Co ’ M2(r + M,)(rM, + M,)M, ’ m’n K, ’ (- 
rMz (II. 14) 
which is the desired result (4.12) when we use (4.4) again, i.e., 
M, = KJo,. 1 
APPENDIX III: PROOF OF LEMMA 3 
A, =A,, -4J,‘& 
L 
A,. + B,.ZL,, C,,. B.JL,2 
= &,(I,- C,A,z’B,L,,)C,, Lx -L,,C,Azz’B,L,, I 
whereZ=I,t,-L,,C,A;2’B, andAz2=AR+BRL,,CR. Also. 
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because 2,. = A,., B.V = B.,., and c’,. = C,- since reducing subspaces are 
assumed. From (3.3), we have 
and 
D, = -C,A,‘BR = &. 
Therefore, A, = F,v if and only if 
(a) Z=(Z,,,-L,,D,v)p’ and 
(b) C, A y2’BR = -D,&, - L , , L&) ‘. 
However, (a) implies (b): 
-D,,r(Z,,, - L,, D,.) ’ = -D,vZ = -D,. + D,.L,, C,A ;?‘B, 
= C,A,‘(I, - B,L,,C,A,‘)B, 
= C,A,‘(AzzA;2’ - B,L,,C,A;2’)BR 
=C,A,‘(A,,-B,L,,C,)A,‘B, 
= C,A,‘(A,) AF2’B, = C,A,‘B,. 
Thus it remains to prove (a). 
Let Q=L,,C, and W=A,‘B,; these are both bounded (finite rank) 
operators. Furthermore, (WQ+ZJ’=(ZR+A~‘BRL,,CR)-‘=A~2’AR 
exists on D(A,) since (5.7) is assumed. Take H, = D(A,) C_ H, and Hz = R” 
and apply Lemma 2: 
(I,,,-L,,D,.)~‘=(z,~,+LI,C,A,‘B,)~’ 
=I,,,-L,,C,(Z,+A,‘B,L,,C,)-‘.A,‘B, 
= I,,, - L , , C, A ;>‘B, = Z. 
Thus (a) is proved and the proof of the lemma is complete. 1 
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APPENDIX IV: PROOF OF LEMMA 4 
Consider, from (3.2), 
where Eij are given in (3.3) and @v, fis, c:,,, 8,v) are given in (2.5). 
However. in Section 5.1, F,v is given by 
(IV.2) 
with the same Ej as above and (A>,,, B,,., C,v) given in (5.1). The difference 
yields 
& - FN = AF,, in (5.16). 
The rest of the proof will be to show that 
Q,, =H,,. Q,z = H,z. and Q,, =H,, 
(i.e.. Q,4 = H,, QB = H,, and Q, = H,). 
We shall make use of the following easily verified operator identities: 
(Z+Q)-‘=Z-(Z+Q)-‘Q (IV.3) 
(Z+Q)-‘=Z-Q(Z+Q)-‘. (IV.4) 
Also. from Lemma 2 with Q = B, and W = L , , C, A; ‘, we have the useful 
identity 
A,‘= (A, + BRL,,C,J’ =A,‘(ZR + B,L,,C,A,‘)m’ 
=A,‘[ZR -B,(L,,C,A;‘B, +Z,,)-‘L,,C,A,‘] 
=A,‘(Z, - BRL,,C,A,‘) (IV.5) 
where we have used the fact that 
from (3.3). 
L,, = (z,,~+L,,C,AR’B~)~‘L,, (IV.6) 
To show Qz, = H,, we need only use (IV.5): 
Q2, = L2,CRA$AR,\.= L2,C,A,‘(Z, -B&,C,A,‘)A,, 
= L?,(Z, - C,A,‘B,L,,) C,A,‘A,,, 
=Lz,(Z,+~,~~,,)C,A,‘A,,~=~,,C,A,’AR~~=H~, (IV.7) 
where L,, is defined in (3.3). 
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From (IV.3) with Q = L,, C,A, ‘B, and (IV.5 j(IV.6): 
A?Z’B~=AR’(Z~-B~L,,C~A,‘)B,=A,‘B,(I,,-L,,C,A,’B~) 
=A,‘B,(I,\,- (I,%, + L,,C,A,‘B,)m ’ . L,,C,A,‘B,) 
=A,‘B,(Z,,+L,,C,A,‘B,)~‘=A,‘B,(Z,,-L,,~,.)~’.(IV.8) 
Therefore, from (3.3) and (VIA). 
Q,,~A,~,A,‘B,L12=A,~~A~‘B~(I,~-L,’~.~)~’L,~ 
= A,vRA,‘B,L,2 = Hlz. (IV.9) 
From (VI.4) with Q = L,, C,A; ‘B, and (IVS)-(IV.6): 
Fr 
Q, = B,vL&&'A~., 
= B,vL,,C,A,‘(I, - B,L,,C,A,‘) A,,v 
=B,vL,,(~,--C,A,‘B~(~.,~+L,,C~AR’B~)-’L.,,)C~AR’A~., 
=B,~,(I,-L,,C,A,‘B,(Z,,+L,,C,A,‘B,)~’)L,,C,A,’A,, 
= B,(I,w+ L,‘&A;‘BJ’L,,CRA;‘AR\ 
= B,h,f,,C,A,‘AR,\ = H,,. (IV. 10) 
‘om (IV.8) and (IV.6): 
Q~=4,wG&AC.\ 
=A,v,A,‘B,(I,,,-L,,~,v)-‘L,‘C, 
=A,v,A,‘B,t,,C,v-HB. (IV.1 1) 
Finally, from (VI.5): 
Q, = A.,,A;l’AR, = &,A,‘& -B,~,,W,‘)A,, 
=A,~,,(A,‘-A,‘B,L,,C,A,‘)A,,.rH,.. (IV.12) 
Thus, the desired result is proved since (IV.7) and (IV.st(IV.12) imply that 
dA,=dF,,,or, from (5.12) and (5.15), x,=F,v. 1 
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